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1. CONDITIONS CHEATING A NEED 

In 1950 Bob and Harry Duntsch opened the Artcraft 

Printing plant in its present building at 2^1 East Main Street. 

When they first opened their shop they produced a weekly 

newspaper and they also did commercial printing. Several 

years later the Duntsch brothers sold the weekly newspaper to 

the Gallatin County Tribune. Since then Artcraft Printers 

have done only commercial printing. In 1962 Bob Graff joined 

the firm as a partner. In 1968 Harry Duntsch sold his share 

of the business to Bob Graff and Bob Duntsch. At the present, 

the firm has twenty-eight employees. 

A lack of floor space is the basic condition creating 

a need for a new building for Artcraft Printers, in Bozeman, 

Montana. The following are existing conditions which make the 

present printing plant inadequate: 

1. The mam plant is located at 2kl East Main Street 

and the bindery is located across the street. 

2. Adjacent land for expansion of the existing 

facilities is not available. 

3. The main print room is too crowded to allow for 

efficient use of the machines. 

4. The storage space is inadequate. 

5. The only parking space for the customer is on the 

street. 



6. The office and display space is now integrated 

with the storage areas. 

7. The lighting, the ventilation, and the humidity 

control systems are inadequate. 

The present floor area is 10,000 square feet. Bob 

Graff stated that the floor area of the new printing plant 

should be approximately 15,000 square feet. New off-set 

presses, cutting machines, and photographic machines will be 

added to the present facilities. Display, storage, parking, and 

private office spaces are also desired in the new building. 

Figures 1-4 show the existing conditions. 



Figure 1 

Front of the present printing plant at 
2*+l East Main Street 

The reception and sales area as seen from 
the entry-

Figure 2 



The main entry as seen from the sales counter 

Figure k 

The present office space and sales counter 
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2. LOCAL CONDITIONS 

2.1 Geographical 

Bozeman, Montana is located at the base of the 

western slopes of the Bridger Mountain Range at ^5 degrees 

kQ minutes north latitude and 111 degrees 3 minutes west 

longitude at an elevation of A-,795 feet. The city of Bozeman 

is located in the fertile Gallatin Valley, 90 miles north of 

Yellowstone National Park. 

Two major highways intersect at Bozeman. Interstate 90 

is the major artery running east and west, and U.S. 191 travels 

south and is a major road to Yellowstone National Park. 

Bozeman is provided with transportation facilities 

by Northwest Orient Airlines, Frontier Airlines, Greyhound Bus 

Lines, and the Northern Pacific Railroad. Freight service is 

also provided by Northwest Freight Lines, Inc., Consolidated 

Freightways, Northern Pacific Transport Company, Belt Mountain 

Lines, and the Milwaukee Railroad. 

2.2 Climatic 

Bozeman has essentially a mountain valley climate, 

wnich is quite pleasant. The summers are characterized by 

warm days and cool nights. The month of June averages 2.95 

inches of rainfall, which makes it the wettest summer month. 



The highest recorded temperature in Bozeman is 10k degrees 

Fahrenheit, but the summer average is 66.5 degrees Fahrenheit 

according to the U.S. Weather Bureau. 

The winters are relatively cold with a week or more of 

severely cold temperatures. The lowest temperature ever recorded 

in Bozeman is -kj> degrees Fahrenheit, but the average winter 

temperature is 25 degrees Fahrenheit. 

The average mean temperature in Bozeman is degrees 

Fahrenheit. The prevailing winds are from the west and north

west. The storms usually come in from the east and northeast. 

The winds will reach a maximum velocity of 35 to ^+0 miles per 

hour. 

2.3 Precipitation 

Bozeman's average annnual rainfall is 17•50 inches, 

with over fifty percent falling during the months of May thru 

July. Most of the summer rainfall occurs in showers or thunder-

showers, with occasional hail and lightning. Sometimes Bozeman 

will receive a light snow during the summer. 

Precipitation in the winter usually occurs as snow. 

The yearly total snowfall varies from 20 to 50 inches, and 

usually starts in late September and ends in April. 

2.k Sun Angles 

The angle of the sun is low in the south during the 



winter, while in the summer the angle of the sun is quite high 

and the sunset is to the northwest. This should be considered 

when the fenestration is established in the structure. 

^ * 5 The City of Bozeman 

Bozeman is mainly an agricultural and educational-

city. At the present time the population of greater Bozeman is 

2^-,500 people. Of this approximately 6,200 are students at 

Montana State University. The inhabitants of Bozeman proper 

comprise 16,000 of the population of greater Bozeman. From 1909 

to 1950, the population increased an average of 27*5 percent 

for each ten years. From 1950 to 1959 * the population 

increased ZS.k percent. Bozeman proper, then, could conceiv

ably have an increase of 30 percent m population in the next 

ten years. See figure 5 for actual and projected population of 

Bozeman. 

The university increases at the rate of approximately 

500 students a year with an estimated enrollment to exceed 

10,000 students in the next ten years according to the Montana 

State University Registrar's office. 

The city is expanding to the west and northwest with 

limited movement to the southeast. 

The people of Bozeman are unusually conservative and 

generally luke warm to new ideas and to the university. The 



culture of a city is indicated by the level of education of 

the citizens. The average adult in Bozeman has attended school 

12.5 years, the highest level of education of any city in the 

state of Montana. 

Montana State University has a major effect on the 

people and the economy of Bozeman. Agriculture is the other 

major source of revenue for Bozeman. 
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3. SITE CONDITIONS 

Several sites were chosen for analysis as possible 

building sites. The following things were considered in the 

choice of the site: 1) location, 2) traffic conditions, 3) sun 

control, k) size end price. 

Location 

Site #1: This site is located on the corner of North 

Twelfth Avenue and West Main Street. This is a vacant lot next 

to Fletcher's Appliance store. The High School is located 

directly across the street to the west. 

Site #2: This site is presently occupied by the vacant 

structure which used to be Joe's Thriftway. The site is located 

between North Seventh Avenue and North Eighth Avenue. The lot 

fronts on West Main Street. 

Site #3* This site is located in the 600 block of 

North Seventh Avenue on the west side of the street. Bair's 

Truck Stop flanks the lot to the north and the Union Service 

Station lies to the south. 

Size and Price 

Site #1: 130V* S48,000 

Site it-2: 150' x 225' $200,000 (price includes 

present structure) 



Site #5: 300' x 180* $55,000 

Traffic Gorxditions 

.When studying the traffic conditions several things 

should be kept in mind. A large percent of the business done 

by Artcraft Printers is from outside the Bozeman ares. Foot-

traffic does not account for a very large percentage of the 

business and could not be accomplished unless the site was 

located in the heart of the Central Business District. Access 

to the University should also be considered when analyzing the 

traffic conditions. 

Site #1: This site is located on West Main Street and 

close to South Tenth Avenue which is one of the main arterials 

leading to the University. Foot-traffic is relatively non-

existant on this end of Main Street because the businesses are 

too spread out . Most of the customers would arrive by car. 

Access on and off of the site is relatively easy, except when 

trying to cross traffic and go east. 

Site #2: The automobile traffic near this site is 

caotic. There are stop lites on the corner of North Seventh 

Avenue and Main Steet and on the corner of South Eighth Avenue 

and Main Street. If a car arrives from the east and exits to 

the west he will not have much trouble entering and exiting, 

Trying to go against the traffic requires alot of patience. A 

customer can go around the block and try to get onto North 



Seventh Avenue on the corner of Mendenhall and North Seventh. 

He has trouble because this corner has a continual flow of traffic 

and no stop lite. Many people feel as I do that the traffic 

problem was the reason for the failure of Joe's Thriftway, the 

vacant store that presently occupies the site. 

West Main Street, North Seventh 

Avenue and South Eighth Avenue 

£ 
1 1 

k 1 
r 
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-inAT<a- are three of the most traveled 

streets in Bozeman. 

Site #3: North Seventh Avenue is one of the main 

arterials in Bozeman and because of this the site has ease of 

access from all points in the city and also has good access to 

and from the freeway. Access on and off the site is easy 

because North Seventh Avenue is a divided highway and the traffic 

is one-way. This site has ease of access to the University. 

Sunlight Control 

The site should be so situated that the north and east 

sides of the building can be opened up. This is so the natural 

light can be utilized with the least amount of glare. Prefer

ably the glass wall should not look onto an alley but onto a 

good view or a landscaped area. 

Site #1 and Site #2 do not allow for such an exposure. 



Site #1 and Site #2 do not allow for such an exposure. 

Site #3 is the only site that will allow this condition 

to exist. 

With the above things considered, site #3 was chosen. 

The traffic conditions, sunlight control, and size are the most 

favorable. The following topics are additional information on 

this site. 

3*1 Topography, Vegetation, and Natural Features 

The proposed site, a portion of a city block, is 

relatively flat with only minor changes in elevation. There 

are no trees or other vegetation of significance existing on 

the site. Although some site preparation will be necessary, 

the earthwork will be very minor. 

3•2 Adjacent Environment 

The adjacent environment is definitely commercial and 

a product of our commercialized minds. Everything that is not 

essential for the processing of customers is subtracted. Trees, 

grass, and other native things are gone. Milam Greenhouse, 

which produces beautiful plants to bring beauty to our lives, 

subtracts from the community beauty in its physical appearance. 

Bair's Truck Stop and the Union 7& Service Station are oases 



for our automobiles and are therefore paved and barren. The 

adjacent land to the west is vacant at the present, but is 

zoned for motor business (ME). 

Figures 9i 10, 11, and 12 show the adjacent land uses 

and the types of structures that occupy the land. 

3* 3 Utilities 

The gas, and electricity are accessible from the alley 

to the west. The water and sewer are accessible from North 

Seventh Avenue. See figure 7 for the location of the utilities 

in relationship to the site. 

3•*+ Zoning Regulations 

The property is located in the MB zone. The following 

regulations from the Bozeman Zone Requirement Chart will affect 

the property and the building design. 

1. Minimum Floor Area Required - ?00 square feet on 

the main floor above grade. 

2. Minimum Distance Between Main Buildings and/or 

wings - 16 feet. 

3. Minimum Front Yard - 25 feet. 

k. Minimum Side Yard - 8 feet. 

5. Minimum Rear Yard - 10 feet. 

6. Minimum Street Side Yard - 15 feet. 



Other provisions from the Bozeman Zone Requirement 

Chart read as follows: 

A maximum of ̂ 0 percent of the total floor area 
provided may be in industry or storage use 
incidental to the primary use. 

75 percent of required front yard areas to be in 
landscape. 

one parking space per two employees is required. 

one parking space per 300 square feet of commer
cial sales area. 
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Figure 7 

Map of Site and Utilities 
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Figure 10 

A view from the site looking to the west 

Figure 9 

A view from the site looking .to the northeast 



Figure 12 

A view from the site looking to the east 

Figure 11 

A view from the site looking to the south 
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*f.O BUILDING PROGRAM 

The building program is divided into two sections. 

The first section gives a description of the functions and 

the relationship of one function to another. The equipment 

that will be used in the areas to carry on the functions will 

also be listed. 

The second section of the building program will con

sist of flow diagrams showing graphically the relationships 

discussed in the first section. One diagram, figure 13, 

consists of the flow diagrams of the entire plant; the second, 

figure 14, is the flow diagram of the print room. 



FUNCTION OF THE BUILDING 

The functions within the printing establishment can 

be divided into three parts: 1) administration, 2) printing, 

and 3) distribution. 

The administration area would include display space, 

principal's offices, selling areas, and reception area. 

The printing process area would include layouts, 

photographs, printing and many other subordinate functions. 

The distribution area would be responsible for the 

folding, binding, and shipping of the printed material. 



^ R e c e p t i o n  R o o m  

The reception room is the space that the public will 

be exposed to first when entering the printing plant. It is 

necessary that this space create a first impression which is 

appealing to the public. The customer should feel that he is 

in a printing plant. This can be accomplished by allowing them 

to hear the music of the printing room. 

The reception room should be provided with davenports 

and chairs to allow the customer to be seated while waiting to 

see one of the principals. Display area within the room is 

important so that the client will be able to see the quality 

and type of work that the shop produces. 

The receptionist in this area will take phone calls, 

direct customers to the private offices, direct the customers 

to the area for picking up finished work, and she will handle 

the sales of small items, such as ink, paper, etc. She will 

also be the secretary and bookkeeper. 

The furnishings should include a receptionist desk, 

files, and a sales counter. Furnishings should also include 

chairs, coffee tables, ash trays, etc. 

The reception area should be located close to the 

private offices, restroorns, and the pick-up area. 



2 Private Offices 

The private offices will be used by Bob Duntsch arid 

Bob Graff. Space for a large desk, four chairs, and for 

circulation of the principal, the clients, and the associates 

within the space is necessary. 

The offices will be used as private work areas and for 

conferences with clients. 

The offices should be located near the reception area, 

the print room, the toilet facilities, and the shipjjing area. 

Approximately 150 square feet should be adequate for 

the office. The furnishings should be of good quality. 

b.3 Print Room 

The main printing room will house many different 

functions. The space should be large enough to house the 

present equipment and have extra space for new off-set presses, 

and a new cutter. At the present it has approximately 6̂ 00 

square feet and approximately 9000 square feet is desired. 

The flow pattern within this room can be seen in 

figure 1̂ . 

The Mark-up Area 

When a job enters the print room it is put into the 

job box. The mark-up man, or compositor, then determines the 

-2b-



size and style of type, whether it is to be run on a letterpress 

or an off-set press, and the sheet arrangement. In addition the 

mark-up man proof reads the composed type, makes corrections, 

pulls proofs on the proof presses, and proof reads them. 

When the proof is considered complete it goes to the 

front office for approval. It is then sent to the owner who 

approves or disapproves it. When this is done it is sent to the 

presses. 

The floor man helps to assemble the type in the chase, 

a metal frame to hold the type. This will require the use of 

the ludlow machine and the mitering saw. He arranges the sheet 

with the titles and line spacing. This man deals directly with 

the linotype operaters. The lite tables are used to read the 

negatives^ before the plate is burned. 

Proof pulling is one of the most important processes 

in the plant. A sloppy proof will not permit the proofreader 

to find typographical errors and check for damaged or broken 

type. Proofs of the type, called reproduction proofs, must 

shew every detail of type so when it is photographed there are 

no flaws. 

The linotype machine uses a keyboard, and brass 

matrices that have letters, figures, and punctuation marks cut 

into them. They are assembled, and cast into what is called a 

stick. This method of type setting is much faster then hand 



setting, which is the old method of type setting. Artcraft 

Printers have four such machines. Each machine occupies 

approximately 80 square feet. This includes the machine and 

the work space around it. 

Computer systems are just coming onto the market. They 

are usually a typewriter with a tape perferation system. A 

second typewriter is used to justify the mistakes on the first 

typing. This system is much faster (approximately 2 times) ana 

requires less people to do the work. This system produces the 

reproauction proof from which the negative is taken. The space 

saved by this system is another advanta-ge. This system or one 

similar will be incorporated by Artcraft Printers in the future. 

This will not totally eliminate the use of the linotype, because 

they are needed to produce type for the letterset presses. 

The equipment needed in this area is: a Ludlow type 

machine, type cases,, proof presses, type cutter, a mitering 

machine, work tables for three men, and 2 lite tables. 

The mark-up area should be located close to the lino

type machines, the letterpress presses, the photographic room 

and the front offices. 

Letterpress Area 

Artcraft Printers now have eight different letterpress 

presses, each of which is a specialized piece of equipment. The 



eight presses occupy approximately 900 square feet. This figure 

does not include the area for paper storage. 

In general the letterpress printing process is slower 

than the offset printing. Most of the jobs done on the letter-

set presses are of the smaller caliber. 

Area for storage of ink, and repair tools by each 

machine is essential. Space is also needed so the type can be 

locked up and set into the machine. Area must also be provided 

for the paper. 

Equipment within this area includes, letterset presses, 

shelve storage space, and work tables. . 

This area should be in proximity to the mark-up area, 

the storage area and the finishing room. 

Photographic Area 

The photographic room produces the negatives from 

which, the plates are burned for the offset presses. The 

photographic process produces half-tone negatives, and straight 

black and white negatives. The half-tones are reproductions of 

photographs. The dark room houses the camera and the develop

ment equipment for the negatives. 

After the negatives are produced, they go back to the 

floor man who arranges the pictures and negatives on a sheet. 

The negative is also checked for mistakes on a light table. 



When the sheet is arranged it is then put into the plate cutter. 

This machine transfers the image of the negative onto the special 

sensitized zinc or copper plate. An arc light hardens the area 

exposed by the negative. 

Equipment needed in the photographic room is a camera, 

four sinks, a light trap entrance, work tables, a plate cutting-

machine, chemical storage area, and mixing apparatus. 

Offset Press Area 

The principle of the offset press is that water and 

oil do not mix. The image is transferred from the metal plate 

to a rubber roller and then onto the paper. Thus the name 

offset press, because the image is produced indirectly. 

The offset press produces a fine mist when the press 

is operating. So it is desirable to have it separated from the 

other press area. 

The offset press is a high-speed press and therefore* 

needs more area for paper storage than do the letterset presses. 

There are only three offset presses at the present but more are 

to be added in the future so space should be alotted for them. 

The equipment needed in this area is: offset presses, 

storage shelves for ink and repair tools, a sink to wash the 

presses' rollers, and a small work table. 

The areas that should be in proximity are the paper 



storage area, the finishing room, and the photographic area. 

Finishing Area 

The printed material is than moved to the finishing-

area. Within this area the paper is trimmed, folded, stapled, 

and assembled. It is either sent to the bindery or it will be 

packed and made ready for shipping or given directly to the 

customer. 

The equipment needed is: a stapler, the cutter, three 

folding machines, movable shelving, sewing machines, paper 

punches, and a small viberating table. 

The areas that should be in proximity are: the presses, 

the reception area, the bindery, and the freight entrance. 

Bindery 

This area is used for the binding of small books and 

pamphlets. A large amount of table space is needed so the 

books can be layed out before they are assembled. 

The equipment needed is: work tables, stitching 

machines, gluing machines, and staplers. 

This area should be close to the finishing area. 



Packing Room 

This room will be the last process in the line of 

production. It requires a large amount of shelving and work 

tables. 

The packing room should be next to the finishing room 

and in the general proximity of the reception area, so the 

customers can pick up the finished material. 

4.k Mel ting Room 

This room is used to melt down the used type and to 

recast them into pigs. 1 he room needs - to be fire-proof and 

have a good ventilation system. 

The equipment needed is storage bins for the old 

type, a melting pot, casting tables and storage space for the 

cast pigs. 

The letterpress area and the mark-up area should be 

close at hand. 

k,5 Trash Storage Area 

A trash storage area is needed because of the large 

amount of paper and debris from the various processes. This 

should be located near the finishing area with an out-side 

entrance. This will be disposed of by the trash collector. 



^ ̂  Freight S torage Area 

This area will be next to the main storeroom. The 

finishing room should also be located nearby. 

^ R e c o r d s  S t o r e r o o m  

This room will house the complete business records 

and also the safe. It should be located near the reception 

area and the private offices. Shelving, files, work tables, 

and a safe are the equipment needed in this area. This room 

needs to be well ventilated and fire-proof. 

*f. 8 Employees Restrooms 

Men's and women's restrooms will be provided. Each 

area should include one water closet and a lavatory. This 

should be located adjacent to the print room. 

^•9 Mechanical Room 

This room will house the air conditioning unit, the 

furnace, the air compressor, the hot water tank, and the 

janitor's equipment. A humidity control system is also 

needed. The humidity control system is desired to keep the 

correct moisture content m the paper. This is an aid in the 

printing. A hot water heating system is desired over forced 



air because of the dust problem created by forced air systems 

This space may be separated from the rest of the functions as 

the design dictates. 

4.10 Parking 

This area will provide space adequate for the 28 

employees and for four customers' automobiles. It should be 

landscaped and paved and close to the major entrance. The 

employee and customer parking may be separated. 
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CHARACTER OF THE BUILDING 



Music and motion stir within a man and excite his 

mind. When one steps inside, he is at the heart. He is 

completely surrounded and fascinated by what he sees. His 

couriosity is quenched immediately as he looks about him, for 

he sees all. Ever since he was a child he has been interested 

in the motion and music of man and machines. 

The trees that surround the building do not feel for

gotten and lonely. True they are not with their brothers 

in the mountains. Quite the contrary, they are in the middle 

of a mass of neon signs and asphalt. But yet they feel 

happy and can smile for they are serving their friend man. 

If he can make his friend smile at the sight of him and help 

to draw the union of Asjjhalt Trees.... .and Man a little 

closer together, he is happy. For he wants all things to live 

together in harmony, Asphalt Trees and Man. 

The building itself helps to unite man and nature by 

allowing man the light and sight of the world around. The two 

are separated and yet they are joined. Man was not built to 

live in a world secluded and blocked off. One hopes that he 

can get the feeling that all things are living in respect and 

harmony with each other. 

can the trees live without the sun 
can the lion live without his prey 
can the vulture live without death 



• •  

A view of North Seventh Avenue looking south, 
showing the bland character of the area 

Figure 15 

A view of North Seventh Avenue looking north, 
showing the bland character of the area 

Figure 16 
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6. ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS 

6.1 General 

This estimate of the construction cost can only be a 

rough estimate based on the estimated square footage. More 

exacting estimates will be furnished as the design progresses. 

A class "B" industrial building according to Marshalls 

Valuation Service should cost about Ik dollars per square foot. 

The building program was used to estimate the required square 

footage. The equipment will be transferred from the present 

plant. The price of the site was furnished by Paul K. Dudley 

and Associates. 

Cost of Building Construction &l65,000 

Site Cost ,000 

Total Estimated Cost $210,000 

6.2 Funds 

Funds for construction and purchase of the site will 

be obtained by selling stocks to employees and investors. The 

partners will keep their present hold on the company. A loan 

from one of the banks will be used to raise the remaining money. 
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A PRINTING PLANT 

ARCH. 490 
THESIS SUMMARY 
William D. Ellig 

The functions within a printing plant are the governing factors in the 

development of the floor plan. There are five main areas to be considered: 

1) the office area, 2) the mark-up area, 3) the photo area, 4) the print 

room, and 5) the finishing-binding area. Each area is highly ordered and 

specialized and has definite relationships to each other* The relation

ships of each area and the relationships of one area to another can be found 

in the main body of the thesis„ 

The floor plan evolved out of a flow pattern that moves in the shape 

of a "U". The front office is the heart of the printing plant where all 

things start and end. The customer i3 allowed to see the whole printing 

operation by standing in the office. 

The reason for what appears to be excess space in the print room is space 

for future expansion without having to add on to the present building. Art-

craft?s business is ever expanding and to compensate for this, more space than 

is actually required is planned into the design. The building is located on 

the site in such a manner as to allow for future additions on to the build

ing if needed. 

A large amount of landscaping was used to create a barrier betxreen my 

site and the surrounding property. The trees will also attract the attention 

of the customer because it will be one of the few areas on North Seventh 

Avenue that has any landscaping or trees on the site. 

Natural light was used throughout the structure wherever it was desirable. 

Control of direct sunlight was the major factor in the placement of the windows, 

"tfhat ever the requirements of function man yearns for visual delight." 
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